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Artist’s Biography
Olexander Wlasenko was born in 1972 in Oshawa, Ontario where he continues his art practice and is the Assistant Curator and Curator of 
historical photography at Th e Robert McLaughlin Gallery. In 2000, he received a MFA at Th e University of Western Ontario. Prior to this he 
graduated with distinction from the Ontario College of Art in 1994, going on to complete a degree in Fine Arts at the University of Guelph. 
Th e artist was awarded a Canada Council For the Arts Creation/Production Grant in 2001 and 2004, as well as a grant from the Ontario 
Arts Council every year since 2001. In 2002 and 2004 he was awarded Best Drawing Award at the Toronto Outdoor Art Exhibition. In 2001 
Wlasenko received top prize at the annual juried drawing exhibition organized by the John B. Aird Gallery in Toronto. In his fi nal year at 
OCA, Wlasenko was awarded the Eric Freifi eld Award. 

At the end of 2004, the artist was included in an exhibition of representational artists in his hometown. Wlasenko has exhibited across Ontario 
in Toronto, Kingston, Stratford, Bowmanville, Guelph and London. He exhibited nationally in Edmonton and Winnipeg. International 
displays of his drawings include Florence, Italy and Kyiv, Ukraine. A second solo exhibition of his work is scheduled for 2006 at the Museum 
of Cultural Heritage in Kyiv, Ukraine.

Olexander Wlasenko maintains a web-site at: www.olexander.ca

March 22 - April 17, 2005

Artist’s Talk: Tuesday March 22, 7 pm
Followed by Opening Reception & Screening of Source Films.

Front Cover: Hrynky, 1957, Poltava Oblast’, pigment on dyed paper, 59” x 158”, 2003 

The Artist gratefully acknowledges the support of the Canada Council for the Arts.

Olexander Wlasenko Another Time, Another Place
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Artist’s Statement
Another Time, Another Place

My studio production focuses on a personal and 
investigative discourse surrounding drawing’s 
relationship to lens-based media (i.e. photography, 
cinema) in modern culture. The images I choose to 
work with trigger involuntary and perhaps atavistic 
memories. In relation to this, I perceive the films 
and photos I draw from as touchstones for retriev-
ing a dislocated cultural memory. And yet they 
are not my memories, and to some degree, nor are 
they vehicles of my “culture”. They are one step, 
one generation, removed. In this regard, they act as 
metaphors for displacement.

My latest series of drawings entitled Another Time, 
Another Place began in 2001. This project takes its 
inspiration from European cinema, citing a range 
of vintage 60s film. The drawings capture discrete 
moments from light Italian comedies, Ukrainian 
folk tales and Soviet documentaries. The latter two 
sources feature imagery from my domestic reposi-
tory of films. On the other hand, the Italian sources 
were found. 

The Italian sources  

In 1994 while exploring a derelict movie theatre 
in downtown Florence, Italy, I discovered a reel of 
unknown film. Several years later this was to become 
the basis for dozens of drawings. The Italianate 
direction in this exhibition is more “detached” from 
personal experience but just as compelling as the 
Eastern European subjects. 

The Soviet sources 

My father was an avid collector of Ukrainian-lan-
guage art and documentary cinema. These films 
carry poignancy and personal relevance–drawing the 
stills becomes an act of rememoration, summoning 
childhood screenings in the basement of my parents’ 
home. These were moments when I could smell 
the burnt dust that stuck to the projector bulb and 
everything in the room sank into a penumbra, every-
thing except for that rectangle on the screen.

Plucked from the miasma of the celluloid circuit, 
the still frame is an estranged particle. In this sense, 
it has no roots or offshoots. Much like the stills, my 
drawings are free-standing islands with a myriad of 
possible interpretations and interconnections.

Claudia Filing Nails, pigment on paper, 30” x 60”, 2004 (detail)

Night Ride, pigment on paper, 36” x 60”, 2005 (detail)

Dinner Table, pigment on paper, 48” x 72”, 2004 (detail)

Hear the Nightingales..., pigment on paper, 7” x 11”, 2005 (detail)


